FROM OUR CO-FOUNDEES

Dear Friends and Supporters of ACLR,

The idea for A Cat's Life Rescue was formulated soon after we met. Although we have extremely different personalities, we clicked immediately with a common goal: to help the community cats and kittens of Prince George's County. Although the county is large and other organizations exist to help, we felt that there was still more to be done. To support that goal, we offer trap-neuter-release (TNR), adoption services, and medical care to community cats. We also aim to educate the public in caring for community cats, and to eventually offer therapeutic programs. We invite you to review the statistics in this annual report to demonstrate what we have been able to accomplish on a very limited budget and without a paid staff since ACLR was unveiled on May 1, 2019. We believe that one of the most important tenets of a successful organization is collaborating with other people. As an all volunteer organization, we are extremely proud of the partnerships we have formed and the networks that we have built. We remain awestruck on a daily basis that our vision turned into a reality, and we are so grateful for the support shown from our individual and local business donors, volunteers, fosters, and board members. It is with the collective effort of so many people that we have been able to exceed our program goals for TNR, adoptions, and providing critical medical care to cats that many others would have given up on. 2020 has proven to be even more exciting. In just five short months, we have already exceeded the program numbers we reached in eight months of 2019. We hope that you share in our excitement as the next chapters of ACLR's book are written. We promise it will be an adventure!

Gratefully,

Kelley Bevis
CO-FOUNDER / EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Niki Cochran
CO-FOUNDER / PROGRAM DIRECTOR
OVERVIEW

MISSION & VISION
A Cat's Life Rescue exists to provide a trap-neuter-release (TNR) program, adoptions, and medical care for cats, as well as education and therapeutic programs to the public.

PROGRAMS
TRAP-NEUTER-RELEASE (TNR)
MEDICAL CARE
THERAPEUTIC PROGRAMS
ADOPTION
PUBLIC EDUCATION

VOLUNTEER STAFF
- Kelley Bevis (Executive Director)
- Niki Cochran (Program Director)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
- Heather Dorsey (Secretary)
- Brianna Grant (Vice-Chair)
- Ashley Hueske (Treasurer)
- Jonathan Kent (Chair)
- May Silverstein

OUR IMPACT
MAY - DEC 2019

135
Cat Adoptions

108
TNR Cases

14
Medical Care Cases
2019 FINANCIALS

Total Revenue
$18,466

Total Expenses
$12,348

Net Assets
$6,118

PROGRAM
Adoptions
Medical Care
Trap-Neuter-Release Program
Fundraising
Administrative

EXPENSE
$4,162
$3,944
$1,340
$961
$1,941

FUNDRAISERS & EVENTS
Shelter Building Workshop
50 Attendees
40 Shelters Built

Tats for Cats
40 Tattoos
$2,000 Raised

Corks, Cats & Canvas
25 Attendees
$500 Raised
CATS & KITTENS SAVED

VISIT
https://www.acatsliferescue.org

CONTACT
info@acatsliferescue.org

FOLLOW
facebook.com/ACatsLifeRescue/
instagram.com/acatsliferescue/